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The vision is big and inspiring, making it hard to put the impact of the grant for both 
NAYOCODDI as the implementing youth organization and Mpolyabigere as the overseer: but 
there is always a first time for everything! 

First and foremost, I wish to truthfully confirm that it’s not a common practice that a grant could 
be issued directly to rural struggling service providers and this was a gesture of trust. 

When it comes to the impact of the grant, the 21 Young people trained as peer-educators felt it 
important to take the lead and this broadened their scope of knowledge about SRHR as well as 
improving their life skills. 

Our organizations were able to extend their visibility and their work in another 21 villages and 10 
schools which we previously didn’t have the opportunity to serve. As if that is not enough, the 
working experience of partnerships ranging from the district education officers, school 
administrations and community leadership is key to our efforts. 

Since some peer educators where purposely recruited out of emerging youth community 
associations, this availed an opportunity for continuity especially after the end of the programme 
and hence they can build on the skills they have attained to reach out to wider community. 

As Trainer of Trainer staff, there was a high sense of ownership of the SHARE programe and 
the enabling funds towards the project were a blessing. 

Acknowledgement goes to the RSSAF team for trusting us and enabling us reach to previously 
underserved communities and for building the capacity of a youth full generation. Thanks you 
again and we look forward to working with you on bigger projects in the future!  

Enoch Magala 
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